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Where luxurious style meets the glamour of modernism – Dorya Spring 2014 

Dorya, the luxury furniture and interiors brand, will once again showcase its ability to make outstanding 
handcrafted furniture while also keeping up with the demands of modern day, by revealing the new 
additions to the Contemporain Collection.  A design synergy of extreme sophistication continues with 
brilliant details for these glamorous pieces. The underscored panache includes gorgeous new finishes, and 
a new signature fabric portfolio that displays unmatched luxury.   

“The designs are exclusively fashioned to add beauty and depth to the existing collection.” Says Megan 
Perry, Dorya Creative Director, “The Contemporain collection is more than a furniture line, it is a fashion 
statement.” 

	  	   	  

The Odyssey sideboard is the newest signature piece for Dorya; elevated in a brilliant new finish, Bronze 
lacquered frame and Dusk lacquered doors with striking mirror inlays, elegant brushed stainless steel 
frames on doors and pulls supported with a clean line x-shaped base.   The glitzy stunner is offered in 50 
different finish options.  The generous 87” width sideboard displays meticulous attention to details and 
masters the best supporting role.   

	  



	  

The Priam Sofa flaunts a distinguished framed silhouette covered in a cotton blend from Dorya’s 
exclusive fabric set, new at market. The neutral fabric is punctuated with dark silver metallic leather for 
the contrasting welt.  Designer details for this transitional look include: stainless steel nail trim, 2 seat 
cushions, stylish roll bolsters, and Dorya signature vertical stripe pillows in a rich grey fabric- all 
noteworthy in this perfectly edited introduction.  

	  	  	  	   	  

	  
Dorya Roma Ottoman & Perry Cocktail Table –The ottoman features pearlized metallic leather, 
encased with the espresso Perry Cocktail table. The brushed stainless accents and harmonizing scale 
completes the twosome’s appeal.  In the modernist tradition, the set emphasizes function equip with inset 
wheels to alter the position of the table for nibbles or pull the ottoman up to the sofa for lounging.   

	  

	  

	  

 

 



 

Dorya’s acclaim Capri Sofa returns to market featuring a new Gunmetal finish on the lacquered frame.  
The pristine fabric choice portrays an elegant look with modern damask pillows.  The exquisite 
composition of fresh elements maximizes the volume for this sofa’s popular appeal. 

The designs of Dorya Contemporain’s collections have origins in styles from different eras, but feature 
clean graceful lines that are fresh and suitable for today’s living environments.  

See the Dorya line at the Spring 2014 International Home Furnishings Market in High Point at 200 Steele 
Street, Suite 144.   

 

More about Dorya 

A global luxury furniture and interiors brand, Dorya creates exquisitely handcrafted furniture and interior 
elements, with the philosophy that the pursuit of style is a way of life.  All pieces are 100% handmade 
and made to order, which offers customer the option of customizing their pieces.  Dorya features three 
furniture collections:  Heritage, Contemporain, and Executive.  The Dorya brand is firmly 
rooted in the tradition of the finest wood craftsmanship, luxurious materials, and attention to detail. 
To learn more about Dorya, visit www.doryainteriors.com 
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